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Abstract

Previous work by [Asketorp, 2014] has shown that integer
factorization with the best SAT-solvers is orders of magnitude
slower then with general number field sieve (GNFS). However
only default configurations for the tested SAT-solvers ware con-
sidered in thous tests therefor this rapport attempts to explore
what difference use of good configurations would have made.

Our method involved using automatic parameter tunning
with the algorithm iterated local search (ILS). ILS was used
to tune the sat solver Minisat. And the tuned configuration
was compared with the default by timing Minisat runs with
respective configurations.

The results show that performance gains are far from being
big enough to suggest that the SAT-solvers tested in [Asketorp, 2014],
would have come much closer to the performance of GNFS if
tuned configurations were used.

However the performance gains achieved in this report are
impressive enough to advocate the use of automated parameter
tuning of Sat-solvers for specific sets of instances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Integer factorization (FACT) is an important problem in part
because of our reliance on RSA encryption, where security relies
on the assumption that the FACT problem is intractable for large
integers, it is thus important to explore this problem from all
possible directions in order to ensure that we have as good an
understanding as possible of exactly how intractable FACT is.

A possible approach to factorize integers is to reduce the
FACT problem to the boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) and
to use SAT solvers. This is a roundabout approach to FACT and
is little explored in published work.

There is little to none published work that would either sup-
port or dismiss the use of SAT-solvers for prime integer factoriza-
tion on a theoretical basis. The informal justification for attempt-
ing to solve FACT with SAT-solvers when specialized FACT-
solvers (like the general number field sieve (GNFS)) exist is that
a much effort has been put into SAT solvers and it is likely that
they will continue to improve. Another justification is that it is
very hard to predict how well a SAT solver is going to do with
a particular problem instance. However, the common attitude
seems to be that SAT-solvers tend to do poorly when faced with
problem instances generated from FACT instances.

[Asketorp, 2014] run benchmarks on various SAT solvers and
showed that SAT solvers in the very best case solved instances
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

several orders of magnitude slower than GNFS. One limitation
in this study was that only default configurations of the SAT-
solvers were considered, and considering that SAT-solvers per-
formance is known to vary radically with changes in parameters
[Audemard and Simon, 2008], and that sat solvers are known to
have considerable performance gains on particular types of in-
stances when tuned [Ansótegui et al., 2009] [Singh et al., ] [Hutter et al., 2007b]
[Hutter et al., 2007a], the obvious question arises: How much
could the tuning of sat solver parameters for FACT generated
instances improve the performance? And how would the tuning
of this parameters best be done?

Answering this question is going to be the main focus of this
report.

Furthermore the subject of automatic parameter tuning is not
only interesting as it applies to the very specific problem of fac-
toring integers with a sat solver. For as it turns out many of
the really hard problems in the industry are solved with param-
eterized algorithms that require tedious configuration. For this
reason a secondary goal of this paper is to serve as a case study
and motivation to investigate and use automated parameter tun-
ing.

1.1 Problem Statement

The aim of this paper is in part to provide a better understanding
of SAT-solver performance on integer factorization instances by
considering the SAT solver parameters impact on performance,
and in part to provide a case study of automated parameter tun-
ing of a SAT-solver on instances of a problem of interest more
efficiently.

• How strongly does tuning sat solver parameters ef-
fect solution time?
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• How will a configuration tuned for small instances
perform on big instances?





Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Integer factorization

Integer factorization (FACT) is the decision problem that, given
the integer X, asks whether the discrete equation X = M ·N has
a solution. The precise complexity of FACT is not know, but is
conjectured to lack a solution in polynomial deterministic time.

Trail division

Trial division is the most naive way to solve FACT. To factorize
X, trail division attempts to divideX by 1, 2, ...,

√
X. the division

that produces a whole number gives the factorization, if no such
division is found then X is prime.

General number field sieve (GNFS)

Is the state of the art number theoretical method for factoring
prime numbers.
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12 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.2 Boolean satisfiability problem
(SAT)

Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is the problem of determin-
ing whether the variables of a boolean formula can be assigned
in such a way that the formula evaluates to true. Boolean for-
mulas consist of variables that can be assigned either a positive
or a negative truth values, one such assignment is called an in-
terpretation. The variables are put together with conjunction,
disjunction and negation connectives. Conjunction is similar to
the word ”and” in English, it evaluates to true when all of its sub
formulas evaluate to true. Disjunction is similar to ”or” evaluat-
ing to true when at least one of its sub formulas evaluate to true.
And negation negates its sub formula.

Conjunctive normal form (CNF)

CNF is a format for weighting boolean formulas, a formula φ on n
variables x1, x2, ..., xn is a conjunction of m clauses ω1, ω2, ..., ωm.
where a clause is a disjunction of literals and a literal is an oc-
currence of a variable or a negated variable. The following is an
example of a boolean formula in CNF:

(x1 ∨ ¬x2) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ ¬x4) ∧ (x4)

2.3 Sat solvers

Parameters of SAT-solvers can appear cryptic if one is unfamil-
iar with the inner workings of the particular solver. So, for the
purpose of demystifying the parameters of Minisat, this section is
going to give a brief overview of its inner workings. This section is
based on [Eén and Sörensson, 2004] and [Silva and Sakallah, 1997],
consult this papers for a fuller picture.
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The naive approach to solve SAT is to search the space of all
possible variable assignments for satisfying assignment or until
all options are exhausted, which can be done with backtracking
search. This coupled with some inference process is the founda-
tion of most sat solvers.

The search process of SAT-solver starts out with an empty
assignment and travels the space of all possible assignments with
backtracking search. The backtracking algorithm maintains a
decision tree of assignments. Variables are picked arbitrarily (in
Minisats case according to the activity heuristic) and are assigned
some value, this is called a decision assignment. First such de-
cision is said to occur at decision level 1, the root node of the
decision tree. Next decision assignments occurs at decision level
2 and so on. Such elective assignments correspond to the nodes
of the decision tree and the decision level of an assignment is
the depth of tree at the corresponding node. The search process
iterates through the following steps:

• Decision process, extend the set of assigned variables by
making an arbitrary assignment to an unassigned variable.
If all clauses become satisfied terminate successfully and if
all assignments are exhausted and no satisfiable assignment
was found terminate unsuccessfully.

• Deduction process, the assignments made thus far usu-
ally imply some further assignments, this are different from
the dissension assignments because they follow from the
previous assignments deterministically and are forced upon
us by the inference rules of logic. This are called implication
assignments.

This process could lead to the discovery of unsatisfied clauses
with all literals assigned, meaning that the current assign-
ment is not part of a satisfying assignment. this is called a
conflict.
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• Conflict analysis, is performed if the previous step un-
covers a conflict. It essentially extracts information from
the conflict that the other processes can use.

• Backtracking process, when a conflict is uncovered the
current assignments need to be undone so that others can
be tried.

Deduction process

Unit propagation is the main method for deriving new implication
assignments from the formula and the current assignments. A
unit clause is an unsatisfied close where all literals except for one
are assigned.

Consider formula φ with a clause

(¬y ∨ x)

If y = true and x is unassigned this clause is a unit clause.
Furthermore there is only one way to assign x for any satisfying
assignment of φ, namely x = true.

In the general case, for any unit clause (l1, l2, ..., lk) of φ with
free literal lk consistency requires lk = true because that is the
only way for this clause to evaluate to true. So if lk = x then
x = true and if lk = ¬x then x = false.

The iterative application of this rule is called unit propagation.
Units are propagated until no unit clauses remain or a conflict is
uncovered.

For the sake of later conflict analysis the implications are
saved in an directed graph called an implication graph. consider
the privies example where y = true impaled x = true, both
assignments would be nodes in the implication graph with an
edge from y = true to x = true. Observe that assignments of
variable values that forced some other assignment end up being
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its ancestor in the implication graph, thus implication assign-
ments always have some ancestor and decision assignments have
no ancestors. Conflicts uncovered in this process end up in the
implication graph as a special conflict with the assignments that
implied the conflict as its ancestors.

Unit propagation is the only inference used by the standard
Minisat solver but there is an assortment of other rules of infer-
ence that could be and are used by other solvers, e.g.: pure literal
elimination.

Conflict analysis

CDCL

The assignments that lead to a conflict are analyzed to find and
isolate the faulty assignments responsible for the conflict. In the
implication graph this are the immediate ancestors of the conflict
node, we call this the conflict set. But this analysis can be carried
out further, for every implication assignment in the conflicts set
could be expanded by replacing it with the assignments that are
the reason it was made (its ancestors in the implication graph).
This process of expanding reasons for assignments can be carried
out in the extreme case until all assignments in the conflict set are
decision assignments. Different schemes have been prepossessed
to determine how many levels this expansion should carry on.

The conjunction of the assignments in the conflict set is an
implicate of the analyzed conflict. The negation of this implicate
is called a conflict clause. This conflict clause is currently not one
of the clauses of the formula or this particular assignment could
not have been made. Before the conflict could arise this conflict
clause would have become unit and forced one of the variables
involved in this particular conflicting assignment to be assigned
differently.

Adding this new conflict clause will prevent the algorithm
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from exploring this particular conflict again. In addition adding
this clause increases the deductive power to the formula. It will
be more likely that more implication assignments will be made
for every decision assignment and thus more of the search space
will be pruned.

The process of adding clauses to a formula to increase its
deductive power is known as learning, this gives this algorithm
its name Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL)

Non Chronological Backtracking

Another piece of information conflict analysis can extract form
the implication graph is to tell us which decision assignment it
was that initially set the algorithm on a path to the conflict.
That is the recursive ancestor of the conflict node with the low-
est decision level. Finding this assignment allows the algorithm
to backtrack eminently to this decision level undoing all assign-
ments made at this decision level and higher, this is known as
non chronological backtracking and allows the search algorithm
to escape a useless region of the the search space. While an al-
gorithm that back tracks to the most recent decision level would
waste allot of time exploring futile assignments.

Conflict Clause Removal

A weaknesses of CDCL is that the number of learned conflict
clauses can grow dramatically during the execution of the algo-
rithm, this can make the inference slower and even take up to
much memory. So the learned clauses have to be removed, hover
removing them increases the size of the search space, the balance
is delicate. The general idea is to remove the less useful learned
clause and keep the more useful clauses, however there is no clear
way to determine a conflict clauses usefulness. Several heuristics
that attempt to determine a clauses usefulness exits. How min-
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isat does this is explained under the section about the activity
heuristic.

Restarts

Another interesting feature of minisat and other SAT-solvers is
the use of restarts. The idea is to restart the search while keeping
all the learned clauses. The point is to give the solver a chance
to escape a futile part of the search space, while keeping the
information extracted from it. Restarting undoes all of the deci-
sion assignments that might have put the solver in a bad place
while keeping the learned clauses. There are different heuristics
to make the decision when to restart but typically the restarts
are set to occur after a number of conflicts is exceeded. Minisats
default restart strategy is to start with a given limit: rfirst and
increase it by a factor: rinc after every restart.

Activity Heuristic

It was mentioned how variables to be assigned are chosen in an
arbitrary order. Minisat uses an activity heuristic to decide the
order. An activity value is attached to every variable, when a
variables occurs in a recorded conflict clause its activity is in-
creased by some amount. During every conflict the activity values
are decayed by multiplying them by some value between 0 and 1
(var-decay). Thus variables that recently and often caused con-
flicts will have the highest activity values. The search procedure
chooses variables with highest activity value to be assigned.

A similar activity heuristics is used for determining which
learned clauses are less important and can be removed, every
learned clause has an activity value associated with it. when the
clause takes part in a conflict analysis its activity is incremented
and activities decay with time. Clauses with low activity are
removed and ones with high activity are kept.
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Size of conflict clause database

Minisats default heuristic for determining how big the set of
learned clauses should be is to start small and gradually increase
the size with every restart.

Minisats parameters

With this basic understanding of minisat, the purpose of its pa-
rameters can be understood.

• var-decay factor by whitch variable activity is decayed

• cla-decay factor by whitch clause activity is decayed

• rfirst initial number of conflicts until restart

• rinc factor by whitch number of conflicts until restart is
increased

• rnd-init weather to randomize the initial activity values

• luby weather to use a special sequence of restarts

• rnd-freq how frequently a random variable is chosen for
assignment

• ccmin-mode controls how conflict clauses are removed

• phase-saving controls the level of phase saving

2.4 Reduction from FACT to SAT

Most reduction from FACT to SAT are based on that it is well
understood how to construct logical multiplication circuits and
that logical circuits are conceptually very close to boolean for-
mulas which in turn makes it easy to wright boolean formulas to
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describe such circuits.This class of reductions consist of design-
ing a multiplication circuit, describing it with a SAT-formula and
fixing the variables that describe the output of the multiplication
circuit to a binary representation of the number which is to be
factored (X). If the SAT-solver manages to satisfy this formula,
it will have assigned the free variables that describe the input of
the multiplication circuit, decoding this variables gives two fac-
tors of X. For a more in depth description of this reductions and
various circuit designs see [ERIKSSON and HÖGLUND, 2014]
[Asketorp, 2014] [Schoenmackers and Cavender, 2004]

Two reductions different from this multiplication circuit based
reductions have been proposed by [Horie and Watanabe, 1997].
One is based on Fast Ferrer transforms (FFT). The other exploits
the Chines Remainder Theorem. They argue that the Remainder
theorem reduction could result in easier to solve SAT instances
because it tends to create SAT formulas with less clauses, this
claim has not been confirmed empirically. Delving into a deeper
explanation of those is outside of the scope of this paper but the
curious can consult [Horie and Watanabe, 1997].

The best assortment of bench marks and comparisons of solu-
tion times for combinations of different sat solvers and reductions
can be found in [Asketorp, 2014]. All of the tested reductions are
based on different multiplication circuits, and the default con-
figurations of the sat solvers Glucose, Lingeling and PicoSat. It
shows that the variation in performance among different reduc-
tions is significant and that ”n-bit carry” was the most consis-
tently fastest reduction for the SAT-solvers to solve. Even though
the results for GFNS run time are not accurate due to technical
problems in the test, it still shows that SAT-Solvers performance
would have to be improved 100-1000 fold for sat solvers to even
to begin to compete with state of the art FACT solvers.
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2.5 Automated Parameter Tuning

Small changes to Minisats parameters

As shown in the section on SAT-solver there are many values
to be configured in Minisat. [Audemard and Simon, 2008] ex-
perimented with small changes to Minisats parameters. Showing
that small changes to parameter values had significant impact on
performance.

AvatarSat

This section is based on [Singh et al., ] Avatarsat is a modified
version of Minisat 2.0. Avatarsat uses machine learning tech-
niques to determine the best parameter settings for each SAT-
formula. This machine learning technique is Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM). SAT-formulas are classified using some features of
the formulas. each class corresponds to the best configuration for
the SAT-formulas belonging to the class.

Avatar sat uses 58 different features of SAT formulas such as
ratio between variables and clauses, number of variables, number
of clauses, positive and negative literal occurrences and so on.

The classifier is trained by running a number of configura-
tions of Minisat on a number of sat instances, then each instance
is pared with the best configuration and that data is used to train
the classifier with Radial Basis Function (RBF). When the clas-
sifier is trained, Minisat can be configured for any SAT formula
by classifying the formula and then retrieving the configuration
associated with that class.

However that is not all, A novelty of Avatarsat is how it
exploits the restarts of Minisat. A property of CDCL is that the
formula is constantly changing when learned clauses are added, so
when a restart happens avatar sat uses the opportunity to classify
the produced formula and retrieve the best new configuration for
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this formula to be used when the solver resumes work on that
formula. This archives the effect of constantly re-tuning Minisat
to be able to best deal with the changing SAT-formula, authors
call it fittingly course correction. This method is then shown to
be effective on SAT instances form the 2007 and 2008 sat solver
competition, Avatarsat achieving 1.5$ arithmetic speedup and
2% geometric speedup over minisat.

Iterated Local Search

This section is based on [Hutter et al., 2007b] and [Hutter et al., 2007a].

Iterated local search is a local search algorithm that only deals
with changes in one dimension at a time. It checks configurations
differing in one single change from the current configuration until
it finds a better one (one change neighborhood), lets refer to this
process as iterative first improvement. Iterative first improve-
ment are repeated until no improvement can be made by a single
change. This is most likely a local maximum. To escape the
local maximum a fixed number s of random changes are made,
and the process of making iterative first improvements is resumed
until a new local maximum is reached and the process of pertur-
bation and iterative first improvements are repeated until some
termination criterion is reached.

Hutter et. al. developed a special way to approximate the
quality of a configuration to combat overtraining (covered further
down). They call it focused approach. It essentially operates by
constantly increasing the number of evaluations of the winning
configuration constantly reducing the approximation error of the
quality of the winning configuration.

Hutter et. al. implemented there ILS algorithm in the algo-
rithm tuning tool Param-ILS.
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Over fitting

Something that can cause a problem is that we want to find the
best configuration for all SAT-instances that we want to solve
but we are only able to evaluate the quality of a configuration on
a limited ”training” set of instances. We end up searching for the
best configuration for this training set. There is a risk that the
best configuration for this training set of instances actually is a
bad configuration for all the instances we wan to be able to solve.
This phenomenon is called over fitting in statistics and machine
learning. [Sammut and Webb, 2011]

Over training

Over training refers to the effect that the more iterations a learn-
ing algorithm gets to run past a point the more over fitted the
result will become. This can typically be seen when the perfor-
mance of the test set starts to decrees as more iterations of the
training algorithm are run.
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Method

One run of Param-ILS is going to be performed on Minisat and
the training instances, for about 12 hours which should roughly
be somewhere around 40000 evaluations.

Performance of the final configuration is going to be timed on
a disjoint testing set against the the default configuration.

To evaluate how the speedup generalizes to larger integers
then the training set the final configuration is going to be evalu-
ated on test set generated from integer of increasing bit-lengths.

As mentioned, [Singh et al., ] claim that Param-ILS avoids
over-training, this is going to be tested in the following way.
Param-ILS generates a trajectory file, this file lists the best pa-
rameter configurations at different times in the Param-ILS run.
Evaluating this configurations on the training set and a test set,
how the running times for the test set evolve are going to indicate
weather over training occurs as described in 2.5.

3.1 Tuning Method

The two automatic tuning methods for SAT-solvers that were
considered in the background are ILS used in Param-ILS and
Avatarsat. Because of time limitations Avatarsat was not evalu-
ated tested. Param-ILs was chosen for the test because it does

23
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hove some advantages over AvatarSat. Namely that ILS is ele-
gant idea that is easier to understand and work with and that
Iterated local search is able to handle larger numbers of param-
eters since the whole configuration space does not need to be
sampled. In addition, since [Audemard and Simon, 2008] discov-
ered that small changes had a big impact on performance using
a local search based algorithm like ILS seams more appropriate.

3.2 Quantification and analysis

Performance is measured as CPU-times only. CPU-times re-
ported by Minisat are used.

Since absolute CPU-times are not very interesting to thous
with differing setups, performance gains are going to be reported
in terms of speedup. In this rapport speedup is defined as the
quotient of old CPU-time over new CPU-times. Often perfor-
mance is going to be measured on a set of instances. In this
situation the CPU times for instances are going to be summed
up, and the speedup is going to be calculated on the total run
time.

An alternative method would be to calculate the speedup on
every instance separately and then calculate the mean of the
speedups. This alternate method has the property that outliers
do not sway the mean dramatically, a very fast instance that
was speedup by X and a very slow instance that was speedup
X contribute just as much to the mean, while when the method
of calculating speedup on total CPU times is used the resulting
speedup value is going to be based almost entirely on the speedup
of slow instances.

The method of calculating speedups on total CPU times was
chosen because improving the performance of fast instances is
generally not as useful as improving the performance of slow in-
stances.
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3.3 Solver

Minisat was chosen mainly for its relative simplicity and promi-
nent use in research.

3.4 Noise Estimation

There are a number of random environmental factors that cause
CPU-time to fluctuate. To expose this error Minisat will be run
30 times on a on 100 32-bit instances.

Precision In Results

Preliminary tests showed that CPU times fluctuated by 1% on
avarage and never more then 4%. This means that the 3rd signifi-
cant digit is an estimate and digits bend that are useless therefore
the results are going to be rounded to 3 significant digits in the
tabulations of the result section. The rounding was applied after
all calculations were applied to the raw data.

3.5 Instances

Instances are going to be generated from pseudo randomly piked
integers of an appropriate bit length. Using [Purdom and Sabry, 2014]
n-bit carry-save reduction Sat formulas are going to be generated
from thous integers. The reason for using n-bit carry-save is that
it did the best in [Asketorp, 2014].

The main training set and test sets are going to each contain
100 unique 32-bit integers. additionally 7 instances each of 34,
38, 40, 42, 44 and 46 bits are going to be generated for the test
of generalization to bigger instances. reason for the small sample
size of 7 instances each are long running times.
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Tests in reports [ERIKSSON and HÖGLUND, 2014] and [Asketorp, 2014]
are done exclusively on semi-primes (sums of two primes), rea-
sons for this was in part because of the relevance of semi-primes
to RSA encrustation and in part to make the instances more
consistently hard. We made a decision not to limit the tests to
semi-primes since integer factorization is defined over all integers
and is interesting beyond its application to RSA. Inclusion of
extremely simple instances was not seen as problematic for our
method of measuring speedup is biased towards hard instances.

3.6 Param-ILS Configuration

Param-ILS with the default ”focused” option for approach, with
the default 2000 upper bound on evaluations of a single parameter
configuration, and the default strategy for random perturbation.

Focused approach was chosen because [Hutter et al., 2007b]
claims that it eliminates the problem of over training.

3.7 Discretization of the continuous
parameters

Param-ILS does not work with continuous parameters, so the
continuous parameters are discretized ether uniformly or on a
log scale as follows:
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parameter descretization defoult value
var-decay 0.5, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 0.999 0.95
cla-decay 0.5, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 0.999 0.999
rfirst 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 100

500, 1000, 2000, 3000
rinc 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7, 8 2
rnd-init 0, 1 0
luby 0, 1 1
rnd-freq 0,0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.9, 1 0
ccmin-mode 0, 1, 2 2
phase-saving 0, 1, 2 2

3.8 Sample Size

Because of time, cost and hardware limitations sample sizes have
to be kept unsatisfiability low. since Minisat, unsurprisingly, runs
in exponential time this problem gets exaggerated en the speedup
test of bigger integers.

3.9 Experimental Setup

All tests are run on the same hardware and a fresh installation of
64-bit Ubuntu Server 14.04. Versions of software used are Minisat
2.2.0. Param-ILS 2.3.7.

The CPU is an Intel I7-2600K with 8 cores clocked at 3.40GHz.
8GB of RAM are available.
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Results

This chapter presents results from one run of Param-ILS.

4.1 Tuning progress

Figure 4.1 presents the progress of Param-ILS throughout the
configuration process. The x-axis is how much time the tuning
process has been running in seconds. The y-axis presents the
total CPU time for minisat to solve the training and test sets.
Plotted points represent Running times for minisat using the best
configuration produced by Param-ILS at the given time in the
tuning process. Dashed line represents times to solve the training
set of 100 32-bit instances (the same instances used to in the
tuning process) and the dotted line represents times to solve a
testing set of 100 32-bit integers.

4.2 Speedups

Figure 4.2 is a comparison of Minisats performance on the test
set and training set using the default and tuned configurations.
It Outlines both total CPU-times in seconds and the speedup.

Figure 4.3 presents results from the same test as 4.2 but only
for the test set and it presents every instance individually. The
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x-axis is the CPU-time in seconds using the default configuration
and y-axis is the CPU-times using the final tuned configuration.
Both axes are on a log scale.

4.3 Speedups on big integers

Figure 4.5 presents results from 2 tests to measure speedup on
sets of integers. First test was on sets of 34, 36 and 40 bits with
5 instances each. The other test was on sets of 32, 34, 36,..., 46
bit instances with 7 instances each.

The y-axis presents speedup on a log scale, the x-axes presents
bit-length. Crosses are results for the first test and boxes are
results for the second test.

4.4 4.5
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Figure 4.1: Param-ILS tuning progress.
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Figure 4.2: comparison of default and tuned configurations.

default tuned speedup
training 126s 43s 2.9
test 95s 27s 3.48
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Figure 4.3: Default against tuned performance on the test set.
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Figure 4.4: Speedup on bigger integers.
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Figure 4.5: Speedup on bigger integers.

Bit-length Speedup

Test 1
34 20.4
36 19.8
40 22.7

Test2
32 13.0
34 2.35
36 1.59
38 13.9
40 2.52
42 19.8
44 1160
46 0.824



Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Environment

The experimental environment was put together specifically for
the purposes of running this tests. This was done in order to
minimize the instability of the environment so that as reliable
results as possible could be attained.

Ubuntu server was chosen because it could easily be installed,
and came with with very little additional software. No unneces-
sary software was installed except for arguable OpenSSH-server.

The machine was not running any other demanding tasks
while urning the experiments (except for the software that con-
sternate the core of Ubuntu server and the openssh daemon. This
processes ware mostly idle throughout the experiment but If they
required CPU-time 7 unused CUP cores were available). One sin-
gle experiment was running at a time.

Preliminary estimation of random noise in the time measure-
ments showed that for the total CPU time of Minisat on 100
32-bit integer instances CPU times fluctuated by 1% on average
and never more then 4%.

Minisat was unlucky to use more then 100MB RAM while
solving any given instance at any given time. 8GB of ram was
available so slowdowns due to memory swapping are incredibly
improbable.
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5.2 Speedups

Figure 4.2 shows overall performance gains 2.9 for the training
set, and surprisingly as high as 3.48 for the test set. This is
strange because one would expect the speedup for the test set at
most be as high as the speedup for the training set.

Examining figure 4.3 helps to explain this results. The times
to solve individual instances varies greatly from a few milliseconds
to around one minute and the speedups vary hugely as well. So
even though the test set consists of 100, only a handful of thous
take tens of seconds to solve and the total speedup is mostly de-
termined by the speedup of this few slow instances (for speedups
are measured on sums of CPU-times for all instances in the set).
more on this in 5.7.

5.3 Over fitting

Because of our methodological errors it can not be concluded
reliably weather any amount over fitting occurs at all. What
can be said about figure 4.2 and 4.3 though is that considerable
performance gains do infarct seem to carry over to the instances
outside of the training set, and over fitting does not seam to be
a concerning problem.

5.4 Over training

In figure 4.1 the runtime of test set and training set seem to be
closely correlated throughout the run. Over training does not
occur for this amount of tuning, or we would see increasingly
worsening results for the test set as the training set improves.

This does naturally not exclude the possibility that over train-
ing would eventually occur had the experiment been given un-
limited time. Confuse if the experiment would hove been given
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unlimited time the amount of evaluations done on the winning
configuration would have eventually reached the maximum 2000
thus stopping to increasing in size and the estimation of the qual-
ity of the winning configuration would stop to increase in preci-
sion causing [Hutter et al., 2007b]s argument for why over train-
ing should not occur to break down. And even if no limit was
configured the precision would eventually stop increasing due to
truncation errors.

5.5 Speedup generalization to bigger
integers

Results for the evaluation on bigger integers are presented in 4.5
and the same results on a log scale in the table 4.4. This are the
most worrying. They are surprising as they seem to indicate huge
speedups for much bigger integers then the ones in the training
set, like the 1100 speedup for the 44 bit integers. They are also
problematic because of the extremely small sample sizes of 5 and
7 instances per bit-length.

The incredible and inconsistent speedups are probably due
to the problem discuses in the section on speedups 5.2 and in
section 5.7, and the tiny sample sizes aggravate the problem. A
few outliers are spoiling the speedups for the whole sets.

46-bit set is the only one where where the tuned configuration
was slower then the default, however once again it was only tested
on 7 integers in the 46 bit range so the result could be a fluke
just like the 1100 speedup of 44 bit integers. so it can not be said
that performance gained do not carry over to 46 bit integers.

Though the fact that most sets did speedups indicates that
the performance gains carried over to some of the lager integers,
and that there is at least a potential for the speedups gained
tuning on 32-bits to carry over to larger bit integers. However to
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confirm that this actually is the case this experiment would have
to be re-rune with a much larger sample size.

5.6 Swallowing the tail

A big challenge in setting up this experiment was making deci-
sions like how big the training sets and evaluation sets should be,
how long should Param-ILS be allowed to run, what should the
limit on amount of evaluations of the winning configuration be.
Naturally the bigger all of this values are the better, but they are
competing for limited recesses, namely CPU-time.

This problem sounds familiar, in fact it is a parameter tuning
problem, which gives rise to the thought: could Param-ILS be
used to configure the experiment. The experiment essentially
bootstrapping itself.

There is no technical challenge, one only needs to wright a
script that automates the experiment and evaluates, quality of
the results and exposes previously mentioned decisions as turn-
able parameters. Running Param-ILS on this script would yield
better parameters then the ones chosen by the author. Whitch
ware chosen in part on a hunch and in part on preliminary tests.

On the flip side running time for such a tuning would of course
be ludicrously long and if they could be afforded the tuning would
not be needed in the first plays as the need for tuning the exper-
iment is based on the premise that resources are small.

5.7 Methodological errors

Not controlling the hardness of the instances beyond the bit-
length (by for example limiting them to semi-primes) in combi-
nation with small sample sizes and the use of a calculation of
speedup that is biased towards the slowest instances (often out-
liers) lead to inconsistent results, random outliers influenced the
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results dramatically. This is evident partly in the results in 4.2
where the speedup on the test set is not insignificantly higher
then on the training set. This is dubious because one would ex-
pect the test set to show speedups no higher then the ones for
the training sets.

The problem was aggravated the evaluation on bigger integers
in by an extremely small sample sizes of 5 and 7 instances for each
bit-length. you can see in table 4.4 that table how speedups range
from 0.824 to 1160. this makes the Comparison of speedups for
different sets impossible.

Possible improvements to the method

Possible improvements would be to only use constantly hard in-
stances to factorize, like semi-primes with large factors.

This would make the times to solve instances vary less. Using
much larges sample sizes would also be important.

Using a different method to calculate speedups could be con-
sidered but is probably not necessary if the improvements sug-
gested above are implemented.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 How strongly does tuning sat
solver parameters effect solution
time?

Total speedup of 3.49 was achieved with a tuned configuration,
this figure has to be taken with skepticism due to problems ad-
dressed in section 5.7. Even though the average speedup can not
be quantified reliably in this report it is clear that Automatic pa-
rameter tuning did in fact speed up most instances considerably.

In the introduction it was mentioned that run times of GFNS
turned out to be orders of magnet faster then for the best SAT-
solvers in [Asketorp, 2014]. Which means that even with the
speedups achieved in this project SAT-solvers are still nowhere
near to being able to compete with GFNS. And even though
bigger speedups could be attained with better configurations they
are not likely to be big enough to change this. Needles to say RSA
users can rest easy.

The previously mentioned speedup results should however be
encouraging for thous considering tuning SAT-solvers for there
own purposes. A inhibition to use automated parameter tuning
is that it could be expensive to run the tuning algorithm, and
that it is uncertain what kind of speedup would be gained be-
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fore the investment of running the tuning tool is made. While
this results do not guarantee that comparable results could be
attained in other scenarios, they do show that the potential to
make significant performance gains exist and this avenue should
be explored.

6.2 How will a configuration tuned
for small instances perform on
big instances?

The test on bigger integers was inconclusive, but most of the
instances tested did in fact retain speedups so there is at least the
potential that it could be productive to run the tuning algorithm
on smaller instances then what the algorithm is intended to be
used on. Future work should try to dispel the uncertainty around
this issue, figuring out how much of the speedup is retained and
on what bit-length.

6.3 Future work

Future work should foremost repeat the experiments in this re-
port while mending some methodological errors discussed in 5.7
to achieve more accurate results.

Future work should also explore what performance gains could
by made tuning other solvers on other problems.
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